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WT!N’DFLl!CTl!ATIfViS IN A NOCT:IRNAL DRAINAGEFLOW

r !,.,. Stone and n. E. Voard
Ins Alamc,s National I,nhoratorv

l.ns Alamos, Yew ?lexico

1. !YTKOnllCT10’;

,\ltho!]Kh mean velocitv nnd ternperaturu
ficlris of both katahstfr. flnws down simple slopes
and draina~e flows down vallevs have been studied
for many vears, cmparativelv little attention
hns been Riven to wind fluctuation= in these
flows. )Iorst and Iloran (1985) made detatlerl
ohservationa of turbulence in stmple slope flows.
Tyson (1968), I)oran and Horst (1981), and Cryninf!
et al. (1985) observed and discussed
qunsi-periodic fluctuations tn valley drainage
flows.

In this paper WI nrertent an analysis nf wind
fluctuations obset,ed during an experiment
conducted in Brush Creek .~nlley, Colorado, in
September and f)ctoher 19R’:. We show that in this
valley wind fluctuations with periods around
15 min aro very energetic. Coherence studies
show that these fluctuations nre organized and
Suuge<t the nxistence of secondary croaa-vnlley
circulations in the main dralnege flow. Such
circtllationa would play an important role in
transporting hemt, momentum, and pollutant
within the vallev.

ThiK 19R6 Rrunh Creek experiment wan one in
n serien of mnjor ffeld expmrimerrtn nup~orteri hv
the IIS I)cpnrLmanc of I?nnrgy und(!r the ASCOT
nrogrmm (ALmonpheric Sturfiea in Complex T~rr81n).
The re~ult~ prenented hbre are ha~ad on n nmnll
nmr: of the nnl)rmoun dnLn nut collected hv RI1
Ilnrcicipnnts lC the experiment,

2. SITIZ IIESCRIPTlON AND lNSTRIIMENTATION

Ilrllah Crt~,*k VOIIVV Is Iocnted shout 60 km
NNt? of Crnnd .Itlnrtfnn, Colorndo. Th@ vnllmy in
AOrl m IIIIGP, droinln~ nn nr!,n thnt. in nhont 5 km
wida nrwi 25 km lnng. If 1~ n tr!butary of Rnnn

The SW tnwer, 10(!;lLed ahouL 80 m above the
vallcv floor, was surrounded bv thick growths of
I.$-rn-high mountain mahogany and scattered etanda
nf If)-m-high conifers. The NE tower was about
Ilfl m shove the valley floor. Vegetation on this
qide is sparse, consisting of low graases and
shrubs . Roughness lengths fnr the two sidewalls
proh.ably differ hv an nrder of magnitude.

Wind waa obeerved at 2.5-, 5.0-, and 10.C)-m
above ground level (ACL) wtth propeller vanea and
at l%m AGL with an uvw erray of propellers.
Temperature waa observed at 0.5-, 2.5-, 5.0-, and
19.f)-m ACL.



7. GENERALFLOWCONDITIONS

~iscussion in the following sections is
based on observations made durint? the nights of
September 17-18, 25-26, and 29-30, 19R4. On
these nights a well-established down-valley
drainage flow was observed. Vertical profiles of
wind speed over the valley center show a velocity
maximum of about 5 to 7 m/P. at about 100 m above
the valley floor. Above tltls maximum, the
velocity decreases with height to a level of 350
to 550 IO. The depth of drainage flow in the
valley ia usually marked by near-zero wind speed
and a change in wind direction. The flow was
stably stratified, with lapse rates of
approximately -3 deg C/100 m obsarved in the
lower 100 to 200 m. Above this very stable
layer, the atmosphere was nearly isothermal.
Winds above the mesa tops were light and variable
on 9/17-18 and generally out of the southwest at
2 LO 8 m/s on Q/25-26 and 9/29-3~.

Superimposed on this down-valley drainage
flow were weak katabatic winds down the slopes.
Figure 2 shows the relative magnitudes of the
horizontal components of these winds, where the
along-valley wind direction is defined by the
mean wind at the coP of each tower. This
direction was within 3 or 4 degr~es of beinfl
parallel with the vallev”s axis as determined
from a map. The more vigorous and deeper
ketabatic wind down the NE slope is attributed to
the ●m,,other surface there. The higher values of
the a’onK-valley component and the sh~pe of its
profile reflect the smoother surface, the fact
that the fetch is uphill at this location, and,
perhaps, the tower”a higher elevation above the
valley floor.
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Vertical temperature profiles on the
SW slope show a 3 to 4 deg C inversion between
0.5 and 5.0 m, with the temperature dropping
another 0.5 deg C between 5 and 19 m. The
temperature profile on the NE blope is similar,
but the inversion below 5 m is only half as
intense.

4. SPECTRA AND REMARKSON TURBULENCE

Spectral decomposition of the vsriance In
the along-valley and cross-slope wind components,
shown in Pig. 3, reveals that a large fraction of
the variance results from low-frequency
fluctuations. We have plotted fS(f) on a lf.near
scale ao area under the spectrum in a given
frequency band is proportional to variance. Hert
f IS fre9uency in Hz. The width of the
low-frequency peak is generally about half a
decade. Its mean pooition is about 0.0012 Hz,
but this varies by a factor of 2 or 3, depending
on the time series analyzed. To distinguish
these quasi-periodic motionil from the
shear-generai.ed turbulence, we have labelled this
end of the !pectrum “surging.” In the next
section we discuss results of coherencs studies
that show a ,~reat deal of organization in these
motions.

Under ver} stable conditions, spectra fcr
horizontal velocity components o~ten exhibit
energetic fluctuations at perioda close to those
observed in Brush Creek. Their cauae is unknown,
but often they are attributed to meandering,
waves, or “two-dimensional turbulence.” However,
because of the strong down-valley flow and the
constraints of the sidewalls, the flow 1S neither
“very” stable, c-r ia there room for meandering
and large eddies.

Secause the flow la constrained by the
valley sidewalla, we can t+stimate a time scale
for the largeat eddies that would be generated by
shear. At the Jevel of the Lowt!ra, the v~lley
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has a half width of about 250 m and the flow had
a centerline velocity of 6 m/s. These
characteristic scales define a time scale of
about a minute, corresponding to a frequency of
0.02 Hz. Surging occurs at frequencies an order
of magnitude smaller than 0.02 Hz.

Very little atLenLiOn has been given to
atmospheric turbulence over terrain like Brush
Creek valley. Stone and Hoard (1985) did
exploratory work on Lhe Brush Creek flow but
before surging was recognized as being disLincL
from shaar-generated Turbulence. We now realize
that interpreting results obtained from sLandard
data processing techniques is fraught with
problems. For example, covariances are no longer
simply interpreted as “Lurbulent” momentum
fluxes, and variancee are no longer a measure of
“Turbulence” and, therefore, not a good guide LO
the expected mixing.

To the exLeflL thaL we have examined Lhe
high-frequency end of Lhe speCLrum, we can say
the following. Spectral densities reflect
differences in the mean velociLy from night to
night and, in surface roughness, from site to
site. But they are 2 Lo 3 Limes higher than
would be observed over flat terrain with the same
combination of surface roughness, wind speed, and
stahtlity.

5. COHERENCEAND PHASE

The spectra suggest Lhat the surging was a
scale of motion quite disti.let from turbulence
and from motion occurring on time scales of
hours. To sLudy Lhe surging, we applied a

bandpass filter to the data using 190- and 910-:~
running meana and then searched for coherence in
pairs of velocity signals from the two towers and
from different levels at each LOWer. First we
looked for coherence betwean the cross-valley
wind components at the two locations. We thought
that cross-valley seiches might account for the
surging in these components, but we found them
incoherent.

These studies led to the surprialng result
that is illustrated in Fig. 4. Here, the
filtered along-valley wind components at 19 m and
the cross-valley components at 5 m are plotLed
for 5 h at the t.Io sites. It is clear that
down-valley surges, on the average, accompany
down-slope aurges and that the motions at the two
siles are statistically independent.

This statistical independence beLween
observations St the two towers suggesLs thaL the
forcing is local, at least in the sense thst it
does not span the valley. Fleagle”s (1950)
theory of air drainage, which has been cited as a
possible explansLion for tha fluctuations
observed by Tyson (1968), Doran and Horst (1981),
and H~ywood (1933), does not explain the surging
in Brush Creek valley. ‘I%e lack of corrtlaLion
between motions at the two tower locations also
argues againat the presence of along-valley
aeiches.

We then com;~uted coherence and phaae f.o
determine the sequence of events at each tower.
The quantity referreJ LO here aa “coherence” 1s
the square rcot of what la usually defined as
coherence; it can be interpreLad as a correlation
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coefficient that is a function of freque,lcy. In
these computations we used series of 1O-S
averages with a linear trend removed.

Figure 5 shows results that are typical for
both locations on all three nights. As in the
spectral analysis, the peak of maximum coherence
varies in width and frequency, depending on the
time series analyzed. Absolute values of
coherence and phase angle also vary, but the
general pattern shown here 1s quite repeatable.
For simplicity, coherence at the higher
frequencies is not shown. Coherence at these
higher frequencies, beyond the band where surging
occurs, is 10U and statistically unstable. This
behavior is expected in the frequency space of
mechanically generated turbulence.
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Figure 5. Top: Coherence (or correlation)
betwuen th~ along-valley wind component at 19 m
(U19) snd the vurtic.tl v~’locity at 19m (kI19) nnd
the crona-vallev cnrnpmw,nts nt 5, 10, and 19 m
(V5, V1O, and V19). IhJlew the dashed line, the
hypothesis that thero in no coherence cannot be
re}ectad. t’inttr)m: Phnne lend in rndlanfi of the
1119 nignal ovor the Indicmted ni~n~ln. Th@ Rign

cnnventlon in the n.lmu #n ir FIK. Z.

Coherence and time series studies suggest
the following sequence of evbnts. FirsL, a local
acceleration is observed in the along-valley wind
components at all levels. These wind components
are strongly coherent and exhj.bit zero phase
shift. Spectra ahow that the amplitudes of these
fluctuations increase markedly with height.
Concurrently, the vertical velocity at the top of
the tower begins to decrease. (At the NE site,
where the mean flow is uphill, it doea not become
negative until later in the. cycle.) The rms value
of these low-frequency vertical velocity
fluctustiona is about 0.1 m/s. About a tenth of
a surge period afLer the onset of down-valley
accelerations, we begin to aee a strengthening in
the down-slope flow at 2.5 and 5.0 m. Cross-
valley components at these lower lavels are
strongly coherenl with zero phase shift.
Down-slope flow follows at the 10-m level, then
at the 19-m level. Wind direction time series
show that these down-slope surges are ac.companicd
by a pronounced change to a more down-slope
direction, i.e., the streamline pattern changes.

Since temperatures were recorded as 5-rein
~verages in the field, attempts to correlate
temperature and velocity fluctuations have been
Inconclu,.ive. Typical departures of these 5-rein
temperaLurea from a 15-min running mean are about
0.3 deg C; above 2.5 m, these fluctuat.lma appear
to be fn phase.

We employed conditional sampling and
averaging techniques to Invaatigate the variation
of second-moment quantities during different
phasea of a surge event. The technique has been
used succeaafully to study quasi-periodic flows
and coherent structures in shear flows. h review
of the technique is given by Antonia (1981). In
our preliminary investigationa, we used the
filtered along-valley velocity at 19 m as our
conditioning function and computed second-moment
quantities for atrg~ and no-surge perioda of
time. We find that, on the average, turbulent
energy levala Increaae 30 to 40% during surging.
This Increaae appears to be in response to an
increaae in the wind shear.

6. INTERPRETATION AND CONCLUSIONS

Wagner (19~8) was one of the first to
speculate about ~he relationship between
katabatic winds down valley sidewalls and the
mnin valley drainage flow, or “mountain wind” as
he called it. In hia viaw, down-slope winds
converged at tha valley bottom, cauaing verticnl
motion and divergence above the main drainage
current. Air then moved horizontally to the
valley sidewalJs, where it was cooled, and the
cycle repeated. There are bitn of evidence,
glesned fr.)m twn ASCOT experiment in Brush Crt,k
valley, that suggest these cross-valley
circulating cells exint.

Figure 6 dupicte euch a eel! agninst Lhe NE
sidewall; the SW cell, which would rotaLe
clockwise and might differ in nize, is not shown.
The figure wne drawn with the followinR mod~l in
mind. Air next, to the nidewall conlm and
doncendn, but Rradwally lemves thu slope ~lon~ (1
nloping fsentropic nurfnce. llle~e surfaces
bocnme m~}re hnrlznntnl toward thu valley c~nter,
CnnverRt!nc@ near lhe valley cenlur prod,tres
vertical mntinn (Lherv Is no elon~-vnlley
divergence). Upper level cronR-valley divergvncr



transports air back to the sidewall, where Lhe
cycle repeats. Mding the down-valley flow to
this cross-valley flow produces the helical
motion. Because the flow fs turbulent, disturbed
by ambient winds penetrating into the valley, and
distorted by shear in the drainage flow, the
actual situation is more complicated than shown
here.

We estimate the vertical dimension of a cell
to be about 100 m. This estimate is based on
knowledge of the isentropic surfaces and
examination of wind daLa from a 10-m mast on the
NE slope 80 m above the tower (15-mln surging is
absent in these records). If the cells are the
same size, their cross-vallev dimension would he
about 2fNJ m. Using 200 m as z characteristic
length scale and 0.2 m/a as a characteristic
velocity, we obtain 1000 s as an estimate of a
time scale. In 1000 s, material would travel a
few kilometers down the valley. Figure 6 was
drawn with these dimensions in mind.

The subsidence over the valley sidewalls,
the down-slope flows, and the statistical
independence of the velocity components ohserved
on opposite sidewalls all support the notion of
two cross-valley circulation cells. He thinka,~
that a combination of the advection terms -w (~)

V) acco,,ntsand -V(2Y for the surges In the

along-vallay wind component. As the vertical
velocity decreases (or goes negative from a

no-surge reference condition), the cross-valley
component is toward the slope. During this phase
of the cycle, excess momentum is transported
toward the sidewall, and a local acceleration is
observed. The small phase lead of the
along-valley acceleration over the down-slope
surge suggests that the whole surging process
begins above the katabatlc layer.

The key question is, why does the flow surge
in the first place?

If the flow lines in Fig. 6 are regarded as
streamlines - showing intertwined regions of

strong and weak helical flow - then surging would
result if that pattern were advected down the
valley. ~lis mechanism would explain the lead of
down-valley accelerations over down-slope
acc+leraLions near the surface. In this model,
the frequency would have to be explained in
geometric terms. Alternatively, the flow lines
can be interpreted as trajectories (which is the
premise used to construct the figure). In this
case, surging would have to be explained by
fairly local forcing.

Additional clues, buried in the enormous
Brush Creek valley data act, may resolve some of
these questions. It ia likely, however, that
without Lagrangian tracar information or spatial
information from an array of towars, helical flow
in Brush Creek vallay will remain a matt:r of
apeculntion.

Figure 6. I_)epiction of the flow along the NE nidewall of Brush Creek valley.
The view in looking down v~il~y. See taxt for dl~cucnlon,
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